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This presentation looks at the application models today in the 5250 environment and in the Web environment. It then 
looks at the user interface definitions for the Web. Instead of DDS,  HTML files or Java server pages to define the user 
interface are used. To call programs on the iSeries from a Java program, an XML language called PCML is used to 
describe the interface between the Java program and the iSeries program. The presentation looks at the WebTools 
provided in WDSc and walks through a scenario that describes the steps to create a simple interaction, that has an input 
screen asking for a customer number and that fetches the data from the iSeries data base by calling an RPG program.     
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WDSc 5.0 Standard!WDSc 5.0 Standard!
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The next generation of workstation development tools to create iSeries e-business applications that leverage the iSeries and the power of 
WebSphere Application Server
Inherits and extends the WebSphere Studio Site Developer's robust, easy-to-use development environment for creating, building, and 
maintaining dynamic Web sites, or developing Java, Web and Web services applications. It also includes a robust, easy-to-use development 
environment for creating, building and maintaining iSeries RPG, COBOL, C, C++ applications, and Web-enabled applications using the IBM 
WebFacing Tool. The Remote Systems Explorer also makes it easy to access UNIX, Windows, and Linux application resources. 
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WDSc 5.0 Advanced!WDSc 5.0 Advanced!
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The next generation of advanced workstation development tools to create iSeries e-business applications that leverage the 
execution capabilities of WebSphere Application Server
Inherits and extends the application development environment for the creation and maintenance of J2EE and Web services 
applications from WebSphere Studio Application Developer V5.0. It also includes a robust, easy-to-use development for creating, 
building, and maintaining iSeries RPG, COBOL, C, C++ applications, and Web-enabled applications using the IBM WebFacing 
Tool. The Remote Systems Explorer also makes it easy to access UNIX, Windows, and Linux application resources. 
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Today's ModelToday's Model

1. Program puts up screen, waits for 
input

2. Program processes input, does 
business logic
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in today's application model, the program drives the user 
interface, the program waits for input, after the input is 
received it presents a new panel and waits for input again.  
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RPG / COBOLRPG / COBOL

eBusiness ApplicationeBusiness Application
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In the Web the user interface is presented by a browser not a 5250 device.
The user requests services from the server.
The server program responds to the various requests.
There is 3 tiered application divided in:
User Interface (jsp's)
Controller logic running in an application server (servlets)
Business logic running on a business server RPG/COBOL/C/C**/JAVA running on iSeries
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On the bottom of this slide the tools to develop the different pieces of a 3 tiered application are 
listed. All these tools are included in the WDSc package.
WebTooling addresses the Web user interface and the deployment of applications
Java tooling is to write the middle tier Java servlets
iSeries RPG/COBOL/CL/DDS tooling is to help create the business logic
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JavaServer Pages (JSPs) are . . .
.jsp files 

containing html tags plus JSP tagscontaining html tags plus JSP tags

JSP tags . . .
Allow dynamic data to be inserted into the 
static HTML

Data is extracted from Java Beans passed to the JSPData is extracted from Java Beans passed to the JSP

JSPs are called . . . 
By your servlet
The input to JSPs are . . .

Java Beans passed from your ServletJava Beans passed from your Servlet
The output of a JSP is . . .

A full Web page, displayed to userA full Web page, displayed to user

What Are JSPs?What Are JSPs?
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Java Server Pages are the way to define the dynamic Web user interface. 
Historically, the first step was to use CGI bin programs to serve dynamic web pages which have a limit in scalability and are not very straight forward to use to 
define the user interface.
The first attempt to move away from CGI bin programs was to move to servlets and mix the user interface definition and controller logic in the servlet.
It turned out not to be a very good way to work because of the mix of UI definition and logic.
In todays environment, the user interface definition is moved out of the logic and stored in separate JSP files, these files contain html tags to describe the user 
interface and they also contain small pieces of Java code to add dynamic content to the user interface.   
The jsp's get converted to servlets at runtime and the Java code gets executed on the server before the resulting html tags get sent to the browser.   
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<HTML>
<HEAD><TITLE> MyFirst </TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY>
<FORM METHOD=POST
ACTION="http://localhost/myservlets/MyFirstjsp.jsp">
What is your name?
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="name"><P>
<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Submit">
</FORM>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Call the JSP 
when SUBMIT 

pressed

\myservlets\MyFirstJSPForm.html\myservlets\MyFirstJSPForm.html

JSP example . . .JSP example . . .
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Shows an example of an html file that contains a form that invokes a jsp on the server.
The form tag in html is used to pass data from the Web page to the server. It is also used to indicate that a program 
should be invoked on the server instead of serving just a simple request for a new Web page. 
The result of this simple html file being rendered in the browser is shown in slide.
Note an entry field "type text", which has the Name name and the push button "type submit" to submit the request to 
invoke the MyFirstjsp.jsp on the server and pass the data in the entry field to the server.    
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<HTML>
<HEAD><TITLE> MyFirst JSP </TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY>
<h1>
<% if
(request.getParameter("name")
== null) {%>

Hello World
<%} else {%>
Hello,
<%= request.getParameter("name")%>
<%}%>
</H1>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Embedded Java code! Java code 

is run on the server, not the client. 

The resulting all-html file is sent 

to the client

\myservlets\WEB-INF\jsps\MyFirstJSP.jsp\myservlets\WEB-INF\jsps\MyFirstJSP.jsp

You don't have to 
compile!

JSP Example . . .JSP Example . . .
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Shows the jsp that will get invoked from the form on the previous slide.
There are normal html tags and there is some Java code included inside the <% %> Java tags
If the entry field is empty when the request gets submitted, "Hello World" gets displayed in the 
resulting Web page
If there is data in the entry field "Hello  and the value in the entry field" are displayed   
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Servlets are . . .
Java classes (programs written in Java)

Servlets run . . .
On the server (eg, AS/400)

Servlets are called . . . 
By your HTTP Server software
When a user goes to your Web page

The input to Servlets are . . .
User-entered data from a Web page

The output of a Servlet is . . .
Java Bean, passed to a JavaServer Page

What Are Servlets?What Are Servlets?
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Allows you to solicit user input
Can build HTML document that 
contains:

checkboxescheckboxes
radio buttonsradio buttons
push buttonspush buttons
entry fieldsentry fields
selectable listsselectable lists
... others... others

Collect data from user 
send to server program 

The The FORMFORM tag specifies the name of the programtag specifies the name of the program
Historically a CGI-bin programHistorically a CGI-bin program
New option is a Java ServletNew option is a Java Servlet

HTML FormsHTML Forms
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<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>A Simple Input Form</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<FORM action="http://localhost/servlet/MyServlet"
method="post">

<INPUT type="submit">
</FORM>

</BODY>
</HTML>

Anatomy of a FORMAnatomy of a FORM

body: one or more input controls plus regular html

"SUBMIT" button

server-side CGI-bin program or Java servlet to call when 
SUBMIT button pressed

how to call server when SUBMIT pressed

WDT400 Page (17)
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<FORM action="http://localhost/servlet/MyServlet"
method="post">

Name <INPUT type="text" name="name"><BR>
Age <INPUT type="text" name="age" size="3" maxlength="3"><BR>
Country <SELECT name="country">

<OPTION selected>Canada</OPTION>
<OPTION>Mexico</OPTION>
<OPTION>United States</OPTION>

</SELECT> <BR>
e-mail <INPUT size="30" type="text" name="email"><BR>
<BR>
<INPUT type="radio" name="sex" value="M" checked>Male
<INPUT type="radio" name="sex" value="F">Female<BR><BR>
<INPUT type="checkbox" name="mail" checked>e-mail me<BR><BR>

<INPUT type="submit" value="Register">
<INPUT type="reset" value="Reset">

</FORM>

Example of a FORMExample of a FORM

entry field

selectable list

entry field

radio 
buttons

check box
SUBMIT button

RESET button

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/ 
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Example of a FORMExample of a FORM

SUBMIT 
button RESET button

check box

entry field

selectable list

radio buttons
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Now you understand how jsp's and servlets work. The next 
slides define the interface (signature) of an iSeries program to 
make it easy to call it from Java.
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FCUSTOML3 IF E K DISK
DCUSTINFO DS
D Number 1 7A
D Name 8 47A
C *ENTRY PLIST
C PARM CUSTINFO
C Number SETLL CUSTOM01
C Number READE CUSTOM01 9091
C EVAL Name = CUSTNA
C MOVE *ON *INLR
**************** End of data ************************

Say we have the following RPG code . . .

Pass in Customer ID and receive back customer name.

Java Calling RPGJava Calling RPG

WDT400 Page (21)

Here, the RPG program to call expects one parameter, that is 
defined as a data structure. The data structure contains 2 
fields:     Number and Name  
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<pcml version="1.0">

<!-- Create a Data Structure -->
<struct name="custinfo">
<data name="Number" type="char" length="7"

usage="inputoutput" init="0014400"> </data>
<data name="Name" type="char" length="40"

usage="inputoutput" init=" "> </data>
</struct>

<!-- Program getcust -->
<program name="getcust"

path="/QSYS.lib/FARR.lib/GETCUST.pgm">
<data name="gotback" type="struct"

usage="inputoutput" struct="custinfo"> </data>
</program>

</pcml>

Create XML required tagsCreate XML required tags
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This slide shows the definition of this interface in PCML.  
First on top is how the structure is defined
It has a name "custinfo" in this case and 2 fields are defined inside the structure
These are the fields Number and Name they have the same data definition as in the RPG program on the previous slide.
Also the number field gets intialized with a value
At the bottom of the slide the name of the program and where it is located on the iSeries is defined. Also defined is to pass the structure as 
a parameter
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{

AS400 as400System = new AS400();
ProgramCallDocument pcml = null;
String msgId, msgText;
Object value = null;

try {
System.out.println(

"Creating ProgramCallDocument for GetCust pgm.");
pcml = new ProgramCallDocument(as400System, "GETCUST");
boolean ok = pcml.callProgram("getcust");
System.out.println(" rc is---> " + rc);
if (!ok)
{ /* Retrieve list of AS/400 messages & display them */ }

else
{
value = pcml.getValue("getcust.gotback.Name");
System.out.println("Customer name: " + value);

}
} catch (PcmlException exc) {
System.out.println("*** Call to getcust failed. ***");
System.exit(0);

}
System.exit(0);

} // end main method

Call RPG from Java ServletCall RPG from Java Servlet
File: GetCust.javaFile: GetCust.java
Class: GetCustClass: GetCust

WDT400 Page (23)

Here is the sample code in Java that now allows the use of the PCML interface description of our RPG program.
In Java the interface description in the PCML file is used and along with a call the program described in the 
PCML file.
This code will call the RPG program, it will pass a customer number to the RPG program which will fetch the 
corresponding customer name from the database
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f:\toolbox\examples>javac GetCust.java
f:\toolbox\examples>java GetCust
Constructing ProgramCallDocument for GetCust pgm...
 rc is---> true
Customer name: Great Neck Industries

f:\toolbox\examples>

Command Prompt x

Mixing Java and RPG Mixing Java and RPG 
Results . . .

WDT400 Page (24)

Here is an example of running the example and getting a customer name for 
the default customer number back. Note that to access the iSeries program 
requires the user to logon to the iSeries with a normal authentication dialog.
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Next is Web applications, since we now understand how to 
define the interface of an iSeries program in XML and how to 
use the XML definition in Java
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Terms: Web ApplicationTerms: Web Application
Web App folder structure:

J2EE J2EE 
Servlet Servlet 
Spec Spec 
2.22.2

Web application folder (root folder)
source

all non-deployed files (java)
webApplication

all Web files (html, jsp, gif, ...)
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

.css style sheets
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes

Java classes of this app (usually generated)
lib

Supporting classes and jar files

maps dependent jar files in other Web appsmaps dependent jar files in other Web apps

Web application deployment descriptor:Web application deployment descriptor:
identifies servlets, security, env vars, mime identifies servlets, security, env vars, mime 
types, key pages, external references and types, key pages, external references and 
session configuration infosession configuration info

collectively known as "Web collectively known as "Web 
Resources"Resources"
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Here is the Web Application folder structure. 
The Web application will run in an application server.
The application server expects the application to conform to certain standards in the way its files are stored.
The slide shows the standard for the J2EE Spec 2.2
WAS 5.0 implements this standard and the Web tools in WebSphere Studio will generate and work with Web 
applications conforming to this standard.  
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Terms: Web ApplicationTerms: Web Application
Example Web Application

accounts
source
webApplication

index.html
receivable

page1.html
payable

page1.html
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

corporate.css
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes
lib

www.mydomain.com/accountswww.mydomain.com/accounts

www.mydomain.com/accounts/receivable/page1.htmlwww.mydomain.com/accounts/receivable/page1.html

www.mydomain.com/accounts/payable/page1.htmlwww.mydomain.com/accounts/payable/page1.html
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Shows an example of the Web application folder structure and 
where in this folder structure the files of a Web application 
have to be stored
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Terms: WAR FilesTerms: WAR Files

Web Archive Files (WAR)
One file containing

Whole folder structure of Web applicationWhole folder structure of Web application
Including web.xml fileIncluding web.xml file
Optionally including sourceOptionally including source

Used to 
Install and configure Web application in an application Install and configure Web application in an application 
serverserver

Web application folder (root folder)
source

all non-deployed files (java)
webApplication

all Web files (html, jsp, gif, ...)
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

.css style sheets
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes

Java classes of this app (usually 
generated)

lib
Supporting classes and jar files

MyWebProject  war

J2EE J2EE 
Servlet Servlet 
Spec Spec 
2.22.2

WDT400 Page (28)

A Web Archive (WAR) file, is a file that can store a full web application in a single file similar to a 
ZIP file, storing the web application makes it easy to move it around and deploy it to different 
servers. 
The application server has the capability to take the WAR file and create a web application inside 
the application server from it.
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Terms: EAR FilesTerms: EAR Files

Enterprise Archive Files (EAR)
One file containing:

Zero or more Web Archive (war) filesZero or more Web Archive (war) files
Zero or more EJB jar filesZero or more EJB jar files
A J2EE deployment descriptorA J2EE deployment descriptor

Used to install and configure:
All pieces of a J2EE All pieces of a J2EE Enterprise ApplicationEnterprise Application

Web application plus EBJs plus EJB clientsWeb application plus EBJs plus EJB clients
All Web applications for a Web site (say)All Web applications for a Web site (say)

MyEntApp  ear

Web application folder (root folder)
source

all non-deployed files (java)
webApplication

all Web files (html, jsp, gif, ...)
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

.css style sheets
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes

Java classes of this app (usually generated)
lib

Supporting classes and jar files

Web application folder (root folder)
source

all non-deployed files (java)
webApplication

all Web files (html, jsp, gif, ...)
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

.css style sheets
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes

Java classes of this app (usually generated)
lib

Supporting classes and jar files

Web application folder (root folder)
source

all non-deployed files (java)
webApplication

all Web files (html, jsp, gif, ...)
META-INF

MANIFEST.MF
theme

.css style sheets
WEB-INF

web.xml
classes

Java classes of this app (usually generated)
lib

Supporting classes and jar files

J2EE J2EE 
EJB EJB 
Spec Spec 
1.11.1
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An EAR file takes the concept of a WAR file one step further and stores 
multiple WAR files (Web applications) in one EAR file
EAR files can also directly be installed in WebSphere Application Server 5.0
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Web ToolsWeb Tools

WDSc Web Tools At A Glance:
Web projects
Web Editors

For JSP and HTML filesFor JSP and HTML files
For Cascading Style SheetsFor Cascading Style Sheets
For logos, images, and animationFor logos, images, and animation

Link viewing and management
Import/Export 

Numerous formatsNumerous formats
Wizards 

for servlets, Web pages from DB or JavaBeanfor servlets, Web pages from DB or JavaBean
WebSphere 4.0 Built-in Test Environment
WebSphere Local/Remote Server support
iSeries special support 

WDT400 Page (30)

Now that we know what it takes to build a Web application let's look at what 
the WDSc tooling can do to make the creation of Web applications easier
Not to worry if this all sounds too complicated, the WDSc tools help by 
creating most of the pieces of a Web application.  
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Web ProjectsWeb Projects

Web Projects
Special type of project

With its own "new" wizardWith its own "new" wizard
With its own perspectiveWith its own perspective
With its own toolsWith its own tools

Created with J2EE folder layout
Created with simple web.xml file

Automatically updated as resources are createdAutomatically updated as resources are created
Has specialized web.xml editorHas specialized web.xml editor

File->New->Other...
->Web->Web Project

WDT400 Page (31)

In WebSphere Studio, the Web developer has a full suite of tools to support him
When creating a Web project, it is created with the correct folder structure to comply to the J2EE standard
Also a there are specific iSeries tools provided to help with creating the interface description of programs 
or service programs on the iSeries. 
The tools also allow to reference iSeries data base fields and to use these in the web 
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Automatically associates with a Automatically associates with a 
supplied EAR file for easy supplied EAR file for easy 

auto-cfg of Application Serverauto-cfg of Application Server

Optionally Optionally 
creates a CSS creates a CSS 
style for whole style for whole 

Web appWeb app

Web ProjectsWeb Projects

Identify Identify 
runtime runtime 

dependent dependent 
jar/war files jar/war files 

WDT400 Page (32)
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Web ProjectsWeb Projects

Identify Identify 
build-time build-time 

dependent jar dependent jar 
files files 

sourcesource
for non-deployed filesfor non-deployed files

webApplicationwebApplication
for deployed filesfor deployed files
.jsps and .html files go here.jsps and .html files go here

.../theme.../theme
for style sheetsfor style sheets

../WEB-INF../WEB-INF
run-time dependenciesrun-time dependencies
jar files go here jar files go here 
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WDSc: Web ToolsWDSc: Web Tools

WDSc Web Tools At A Glance:
Web projectsWeb projects

Created with J2EE-defined folder structure for Web ApplicationsCreated with J2EE-defined folder structure for Web Applications
Superset of Java projects (so contain all Java Tool support too)Superset of Java projects (so contain all Java Tool support too)

Automatic creation/maintainence of web.xml fileAutomatic creation/maintainence of web.xml file
Editor supportEditor support

JSP and HTML filesJSP and HTML files
Support for creating, validating, editing and debuggingSupport for creating, validating, editing and debugging
Including WYSIWYG PageDesignerIncluding WYSIWYG PageDesigner
Custom JSP tags (taglib) supportCustom JSP tags (taglib) support
based on the Sun Microsystems JSP 1.1 Specification based on the Sun Microsystems JSP 1.1 Specification 

Images and animationImages and animation
Cascading Syle Sheets (CSS)Cascading Syle Sheets (CSS)

Import/Export from/to a variety of sourcesImport/Export from/to a variety of sources
HTTP/FTP/WARHTTP/FTP/WAR

Link viewing and managementLink viewing and management
Converting links, flagging broken links, and fixing up links as linked Converting links, flagging broken links, and fixing up links as linked 
resources are moved or renamed resources are moved or renamed 

Wizard for servlets, Web pages from DB or JavaBeanWizard for servlets, Web pages from DB or JavaBean
Integration with WebSphere Unit Test Environment Integration with WebSphere Unit Test Environment 
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Web tooling ComponentsWeb tooling Components
Page Page 

Designer Designer 
For JSPs  &For JSPs  &

HTMLHTML

WorkBenchWorkBench

iSeriesiSeries
Tight Tight 

IntegrationIntegration

ManyMany
WizardsWizards
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This slide shows the different components that support the creation of Web Applications on an iSeries server.
The workbench integrates all the different tools 
Page designer allows WYSIWYG user interface composition for both html or jsp definitions
Wizards allow you to get started fast on your Web project
Specific iSeries tools help you to exploit the content of your iSeries server    
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WDSc: Web ToolsWDSc: Web Tools

Web projects
File->New->Other->Web->Web Project

Automatically 
associates with a 
supplied EAR file 

for easy auto-cfg of 
Application Server

Optionally 
creates a CSS 
style for whole 

Web app

Identify runtime 
dependent 

jar/war files 

Identify build-time 
dependent jar 

files 

source
for non-deployed files

webApplication
for deployed files
.jsps and .html files go here

.../theme
for style sheets

../WEB-INF
run-time dependencies
jar files go here 
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Here is a sample of the Web project wizard
It will guide the user through specifying the information necessary to create a Web project, based on this 
information a Web project infrastructure will be created.
This base Web project can then be filled with content
It can be tested directly in the Studio test environment or can be deployed in EAR files to remote servers. 
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WebTooling Perspective!WebTooling Perspective!

   File
View

Different Views
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Here is a sample of the Web Perspective which contains the tools a Web 
developer needs. In this example, the Page Designer tool , file view, and a 
view of multi media files shows.
Perspective's can be tailored to individual needs.
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AGENDAAGENDA

What is in WDSc 5.0?What is in WDSc 5.0?
e-business Primere-business Primer

AD Model, traditional and web

Web Application PrimerWeb Application Primer
JSPs, Servlets, forms, etc

Mixing Java and RPGMixing Java and RPG
What is Web Tool for iSeriesWhat is Web Tool for iSeries
Introducing WDSc for iSeriesIntroducing WDSc for iSeries

RPG Example
iSeries Design time controls (DTCs)
Web Interaction
Publishing

ConclusionConclusion
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An interactionAn interaction

InputInput
PagePage

OutputOutput
  Page  Page

        *PGM *PGM 
        OR        OR
*SRVPGM *SRVPGM 

InputInput
ParametersParameters

OutputOutput
ParametersParameters

An Interaction . . .An Interaction . . .

WDT400 Page (39)

An Interaction is defined as an Input Page which allows data input, this data is submitted to a 
server and processing of the request is done on the server. The server will then respond with 
serving a result page. The content of the result page is based on the data on the input page
The combination of the Input Page and the Output page with the Server in the middle handling the 
dynamic requests is called an Interaction.   
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Create a Web projectCreate a Web project

Next 
page
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Create a Web ProjectCreate a Web Project

Struts BasedStruts Based

Next 
page
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Create a Web ProjectCreate a Web Project

Done!Done!
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You can create a Web application based on a Struts 
infrastructure
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Server InformationServer Information

iSeries iSeries 
RunTime RunTime 

configuration!configuration!
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Here we specify what server our Program or Server Program resides on 
Which Userid / Password we want to use to start a job on our server
Also this dialog allows us to add specific libraries to the job environment if this 
is needed for the Interaction  
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iSeries Web ToolsiSeries Web Tools

iSeries Web Host Information Wiz
Information 
used at runtime 
by all generated 
Web servlets in 
this Web project

Name of host Name of host 
containing *PGM or containing *PGM or 
ILE ProcedureILE Procedure
User ID and User ID and 
password for password for 
signing onsigning on
Library list to set Library list to set 
for *PGM/Proc jobfor *PGM/Proc job

Tip: be sure to Tip: be sure to 
press Enter after press Enter after 

typing library typing library 
name!!name!!

Tip: be sure to Tip: be sure to 
press Enter after press Enter after 

typing library typing library 
name!!name!!

What is JCA What is JCA 
connector?connector?

Next 
page
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The iSeries Web Tools Run-time Configuration wizard 
captures information such as server name, userid, password 
and library list used by Web applications
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What is JCA Connectors?What is JCA Connectors?

Application.RAR

Resource Connector
Specific to iSeries
Shipped by WDSc 
for deployment
Think of it as a 
driver Application.RAR

             (Run Time)

Interaction "B"

Interaction "A"

Interaction "C"Connector"B"

Connector"C"

Connector"A"

No need to change 
pgm if you want to 
change userid and 
password!
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JCA Program Call connector provides a standard interface to 
call any *PGM, based on the J2EE Connector Architecture
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Web Application PrimerWeb Application Primer
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Mixing Java and RPGMixing Java and RPG
What is Web Tool for iSeriesWhat is Web Tool for iSeries
Introducing WDSc for iSeriesIntroducing WDSc for iSeries

RPG Example
iSeries Visual Control Tags (VTCs)
Web Interaction
Publishing

ConclusionConclusion
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Your first JSP . . .Your first JSP . . .

WDT400 Page (47)

First we want to build a user interface for a simple input page
We select to create a new jsp file. This will automatically 
invoke the Page Designer



iSeries Entry Field

First ScreenFirst Screen

iSeries push 
button

WDT400 Page (48)

This slide shows the Page Designer tool, which can be used to enhance the user interface.
Putting a nice background to the page and changing some of the fonts will increase the look of the Web page.
We also add a form tag to our page and an iSeries entry field and an iSeries push button.
These iSeries controls are specific controls that inherit some of the capabilities of 5250 parts that normal html controls 
don't provide.
For example the capability of referencing iSeries data base fields and the capability of specifying edit codes.



Entry FieldEntry Field
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Here is a list of all the iSeries special controls provided in the 
WDSC tools. Notice that even a subfile has been added to the 
list.



Customer Detail ScreenCustomer Detail Screen

Screen generated by WebTools
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We just looked at the input screen for our little application.
This slide shows the Output or result screen. 
It uses reference fields from the iSeries database.
The application will send data from the entry field on the input page to an RPG program, which will extract data from 
the data base and pass this data back
The resulting data will be displayed on this page



RPG IV ProgramRPG IV Program

FCUSTOML3 IF E K Disk
DCustnoi s like(CUSTNO)
D*
D CSTRUC E DS extname(customl3:custom01)
d field2 10
D return s 20
D*------------------------------------------------------------------
c *entry plist
c parm custnoi
c parm cstruc
c parm return
c eval return=*blank
c custnoi chain customl3 5050
c if *in50
c eval return='CUS0001 ' + CUSTNOI
c else
c eval return='0'
c endif
c return

NOTE Parameters to be passed
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This slide shows the RPG program that gets invoked
A customer number is used to specify which customer data should be displayed. The first parameter custnoi will 
contain the customer number.
The data structure CSTRUC will contain the full customer data passed back to the Servlet running in the Application 
server which will invoke the result jsp to show the data
The parameter return, contains information whether the access to the data base was successful or not



Files UsedFiles Used

A* Physical file description - CUSTOMER FILE
A R CUSTOM01
A CUSTNO 7 COLHDG('Customer number')
A CUSTNA 40 COLHDG('Company name')
A REPNO 5 COLHDG('Rep identifier')
A CONTAC 30 COLHDG('Name')
A CPHONE 17 COLHDG('Telephone')
A CFAX 17 COLHDG('Fax')
A CADDR 40 COLHDG('Address')
A CCITY 30 COLHDG('City')
A CCOUNT 20 COLHDG('Country')
A CZIP 10 COLHDG('Postal Code')
A CZIPLO 1 COLHDG('PC location')
A VALUES('1' '2' '3')
A K CUSTNO

      A* Logical file description
A R CUSTOM01 PFILE(CUSTOMER)
A K CUSTNO
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Here is a description of the files used in this sample 
application.
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No More DTCs ! ! !No More DTCs ! ! !
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VTCs ... No more DTCsVTCs ... No more DTCs

VTC: Visual 
Control Tags

Emerging Emerging 
technologytechnology
Blessed by IBM Blessed by IBM 
and SUNand SUN

Tag library 
defined by:

www.sun.comwww.sun.com
Extendable
DTCs: Old 
fashion

ActiveX technologyActiveX technology
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VCTs  replace the ActiveX Design-Time Controls (DTCs). 
VCTs can be used and rendered in the HTML Designer.
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VTCs ... No more DTCsVTCs ... No more DTCs

Same selection . . . Better Same selection . . . Better 
look!look!
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VCTs provide the controls such as textField, label, dropDown, 
pushButton, and so on.
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What is in WDSc 5.0?What is in WDSc 5.0?
e-business Primere-business Primer

AD Model, traditional and web

Web Application PrimerWeb Application Primer
JSPs, Servlets, forms, etc

Mixing Java and RPGMixing Java and RPG
What is Web Tool for iSeriesWhat is Web Tool for iSeries
Introducing WDSc for iSeriesIntroducing WDSc for iSeries

RPG Example
iSeries Visual Control Tags (VTCs)
Web Interaction
Publishing

ConclusionConclusion
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Web Interaction WizardWeb Interaction Wizard
Two modes to interaction wizard:

1.Generate input/output Web pages
Given the parameter description of the API Given the parameter description of the API 
to callto call

2.Generate mappings
Given the input/output pagesGiven the input/output pages
Given the parameter description of the API Given the parameter description of the API 
to callto call
Given the mappings Given the mappings 

between input parms & input fieldsbetween input parms & input fields
between ouput parms & output fieldsbetween ouput parms & output fields
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This slide shows that we have a choice of having the Interaction Wizard create our User Interface or design it 
ourselves.
In this example we decide to design the page ourselves.  use Page Designer to add a background and heading.
We add a form tag to the Input page. The form contains an entry field for data entry and a submit push button to 
send a request with the data in the entry field to a server.



Interaction WizardInteraction Wizard

Just a name!!! 
Like a field name

WDT400 Page (58)

After finishing our Input page, we are ready to start the Interaction wizard
This slide shows that we need to specify the Interaction name and go on 
to the next page.
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WDSc: iSeries Web ToolsWDSc: iSeries Web Tools
iSeries Web Interaction Wizard

Mode 1: Generate Mode 1: Generate 
input and output input and output 

Web pagesWeb pages

Tip: pre-create a Java Tip: pre-create a Java 
package in your Web package in your Web 
project, under source project, under source 
folder, and specify it folder, and specify it 

here here 
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Or ... Create your own!Or ... Create your own!
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iSeries Web Interaction WiziSeries Web Interaction Wiz

Describe program / procedureDescribe program / procedure

1a. Press "Add Program",1a. Press "Add Program",
1b. Enter program information1b. Enter program information
1c. Press Ok 1c. Press Ok 

For *SRVPGM, enter For *SRVPGM, enter 
procedure nameprocedure name

1b

1c

1a
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Shows the next page of the wizard. On this page we need to specify the interface to our program 
on the iSeries
The wizard will generate PCML out of this information
We need to specify the program to call, with information which library the program resides in
We could also specify to call a procedure in a Service program.
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iSeries Web Interaction WiziSeries Web Interaction Wiz

Describe parametersDescribe parameters

2a. Press "Add Parameter",2a. Press "Add Parameter",
2b. Enter parameter information2b. Enter parameter information
2c. Press Ok 2c. Press Ok 
2d. Repeat for each parm2d. Repeat for each parm
3a. Pre-define structures before 3a. Pre-define structures before 
referencing them for parms referencing them for parms 

3

For arraysFor arrays

3

Input:Input: read by program read by program
Output:Output: updated by  updated by 
programprogram

Input/Output:Input/Output: both both Reference DB fields!Reference DB fields!
2c

2a

2b
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Then we need to specify the parameters expected by the program
If the parameters are data structures we can define these here as well
All parameters can be defined by using reference fields
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iSeries Web Interaction WiziSeries Web Interaction Wiz

Select input parameters to Select input parameters to 
prompt user for, in input pageprompt user for, in input page

Tailor Tailor 
attributes attributes 

of of 
generated generated 
prompt per prompt per 
parameterparameter

Tailor attributes of overall Tailor attributes of overall 
input pageinput page

Immediately see Immediately see 
results of results of 
tailoring tailoring 

parameter and parameter and 
page attributespage attributes
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This page allows you to specify which entry field on the Input page 
contains data for which parameter
Entry fields and parameters with the same name are linked together
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iSeries Web Interaction WiziSeries Web Interaction Wiz

Select output parameters to Select output parameters to 
display in output pagedisplay in output page Immediately see Immediately see 

results of results of 
tailoring tailoring 

parameter and parameter and 
page attributespage attributes

Tailor Tailor 
attributes attributes 

of of 
generated generated 
prompt per prompt per 
parameterparameter Tailor attributes of overall Tailor attributes of overall 

output pageoutput page
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Now the result page has to be defined.
Automatically all output parameters are shown in the result page, if the page is generated by the 
wizard
To deselect fields from being included on the result page, just uncheck them in the list on the left 
side of the dialog
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iSeries Web Interaction WiziSeries Web Interaction Wiz

Generated Generated 
filesfiles

Use Page Use Page 
Designer to Designer to 

finesse finesse 
generated generated 

pagespages
Use "Run on Use "Run on 

Server" to Server" to 
testtest
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You are done! What's Next?You are done! What's Next?
What did you do so far?

You used the designer to create the 
input page
The output page was generated for you
Created your Files on the iSeries
Created your RPG Program
Created an 'iSeries Web Interaction' 
Interaction to link your program 
parameters to the input page and 
output page

Next?
Run locally to test your application Or
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This slide shows what we just did and what gets generated:
The output (result) page jsp
The PCML to describe your iSeries program
A servlet 
The Form tag on the input page gets updated with the information which servlet to invoke when the submit push button is pressed  
We only have to write the RPG program.
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WDSc: Run On ServerWDSc: Run On Server

Run On Server
Now this is VERY COOL!

When ready to test your Web app
Right click on initial html or jsp file

or whole project, which implies the index.html fileor whole project, which implies the index.html file
Select "Run on Project"
Wait for the magic...

Your Web application will run!
Opens Server perspective

Publishes it to built-in copy of WASPublishes it to built-in copy of WAS
Starts built-in copy of WASStarts built-in copy of WAS
Brings up a Web BrowserBrings up a Web Browser
Runs your application!! Runs your application!! 

Tip: you can set breakpoints in your Java code! Tip: you can set breakpoints in your Java code! 
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To test this, we can select our .jsp input page in our Web project in the Web perspective in the workbench
Right mouse click on it and select Run on Server from the popup window
The built-in WAS test environment will start
The built-in browser will show the input page 
Key in a valid customer number
Press the Submit push button
The customer number will be sent to the RPG program
If the number was valid the customer data stored in our data base will be displayed   
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WDSc: WAS Test EnvWDSc: WAS Test Env

WebSphere Test Environment
A full copy of WAS 4.0 Single Server 
Edition is embedded in the IDE

Integrated with Server Tools to enable instant and Integrated with Server Tools to enable instant and 
dead-easy testing of Web projects within WDSc.dead-easy testing of Web projects within WDSc.

Standalone all-in-one testing Standalone all-in-one testing 
No dependency on WAS installation or availability No dependency on WAS installation or availability 
No dependency on an external database No dependency on an external database 

Provides the ability to debug live server-side code Provides the ability to debug live server-side code 
Supports configuring multiple Web applications Supports configuring multiple Web applications 
Supports multiple servers that can be configured and run Supports multiple servers that can be configured and run 
at the same time at the same time 
Provides access to the profiling feature that is available in Provides access to the profiling feature that is available in 
the workbench the workbench 
Provides the ability to version Server Tools server Provides the ability to version Server Tools server 
configurations configurations 
Provides access to the WAS Administration Client Provides access to the WAS Administration Client 
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The WebSphere test environment provides a fully functional 
test bed for  Web applications without having to setup WAS on 
a remote server.
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Run it!Run it!
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Here we are, the Result page is displayed
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AGENDAAGENDA

Web Interaction - Struts based!Web Interaction - Struts based!
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Web Interaction wizard now generates a Web application 
based on a Struts runtime
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Web Wizard Struts based ...Web Wizard Struts based ...

Model

Controller

View

    Struts 
Framework

M.V.C

    Logic! 
JSPs & HTML

Traffic Controller
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Struts-based Model View Controller that allows you to map out 
and visually construct Web-based applications
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SUMMARYSUMMARY

iSeries Web Tools, at a glance
Tools optimized for iSeries developers!

Web Interaction wizardWeb Interaction wizard
You define the parameters to a *PGM/*SRVPGM, wizard generates You define the parameters to a *PGM/*SRVPGM, wizard generates 
input JSP prompting for input parm, output JSP showing output input JSP prompting for input parm, output JSP showing output 
parms, and all the glue in-betweeparms, and all the glue in-betwee
Or you pre-create the input and/or output pages, and map the Or you pre-create the input and/or output pages, and map the 
input/output fields on the pages to the input/output parameters in the input/output fields on the pages to the input/output parameters in the 
*PGM/*SRVPGM, and it generates the glue to bind them*PGM/*SRVPGM, and it generates the glue to bind them

Host Information wizardHost Information wizard
Set runtime information such as library list and sign-on information, Set runtime information such as library list and sign-on information, 
to be used by glue generated by all Web Interaction wizards for this to be used by glue generated by all Web Interaction wizards for this 
Web projectWeb project

Design Time Controls (Web GUI Widgets)Design Time Controls (Web GUI Widgets)
Web GUI Widgets that support DSPF-like attributes such as error Web GUI Widgets that support DSPF-like attributes such as error 
checking by datatype, and edit-code and edit-wordchecking by datatype, and edit-code and edit-word
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Wizards make it easy to 'wrapper' existing iSeries programs as Java Beans and/or Web Services. This lets the iSeries 
developer access these programs from a Java application, a Web application, or include them as the base for a Web 
Service. 
Extensions to the Struts builder make it easy to visually construct Web applications based on the open-source Struts 
standard that accesses iSeries programs
Visual Custom Tags bring some of the power of DDS to Web pages
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StandardsStandards

Industry Standards
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StandardsStandards

Industry Standards Supported 
By WSSDa, WSAD and WDSc:

EJB 1.1EJB 1.1
Servlet 2.2Servlet 2.2
JSP 1.1JSP 1.1
JRE 1.3JRE 1.3
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) 1.1Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) 1.1
Apache SOAP 2.1Apache SOAP 2.1
XML DTD 1.0 10/2000 RevisionXML DTD 1.0 10/2000 Revision
XML Namespaces 1/99 VersionXML Namespaces 1/99 Version
XML Schema 5/2001 VersionXML Schema 5/2001 Version
HTML 4.01 (other levels should work)HTML 4.01 (other levels should work)
CSS2 (PageDesigner displays a subset)CSS2 (PageDesigner displays a subset)
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WDSC is keeping up with industry standards, most of which 
IBM wrote or contributed heavily to
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More Information?More Information?

Information Sources
www.ibm.com/software/ad/iseries

As of June 4thAs of June 4th
www.eclipse.org

Eclipse and information about eclipseEclipse and information about eclipse
www.ignite400.org

Introduction to eclipse articleIntroduction to eclipse article
www.ibm.com/software/info1/websphere/partners/iseries.jsp

WebSphere on iSeries home page for BPsWebSphere on iSeries home page for BPs
eServer iSeries magazine, July issue

3 articles on WDSc3 articles on WDSc
www.ibm.com/websphere/developer

WebSphere Developer DomainWebSphere Developer Domain
Many articles and tutorials on technology and tools, Many articles and tutorials on technology and tools, 
including eclipse and WSWB and WebSphere Studio including eclipse and WSWB and WebSphere Studio 
configurationsconfigurations
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